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This communicaton contains explanations of certain transactions contained in the 30 day post election report filing for 

the period of 10/19/06 to 11/27/06 (FEC-263751).  For the negative amounts listed on Line 21b for National Association 

of Realtors (dates and amounts: 10/19/06 $150.00 and 10/24/06 $300.00), the full purpose of disbursement is: Independent 

Expenditure disseminated, see Line 24 item.  For the National Association of Realtors payee entries listed on Line 24, 

full purpose of disbursement for each is: Transfer from 21b to Line 24 due to public dissemination of independent 

expenditure communication (consulting services), and attributed as follows: 10/19/06$150.00 for Ben Nelson; 10/24/06 

$300.00 for Ben Nelson.  Both these amounts were originally disclosed on Line 21b of the October 2006 monthly report as 

Advance for Consulting Services.  For the 10/19/06 negative amount of $100,920.00 on Line 21b for Fenn Communications 

Group, full purpose of disbursement is: Independent Expenditure disseminated, see Line 24 item.  For the 10/19/06 amount 

of $100,920.00 on Line 24 for Fenn Communications Group, full purpose of disbursement is: Transfer from 21b to Line 24 

due to public dissemination of independent expenditure communication (TV Ad production costs) for Ben Nelson. For the 

10/24/06 negative amount of $71,326.00 on Line 21b for Terris, Barnes & Walters, full purpose of disbursement is: 

Independent Expenditure disseminated, see Line 24 item. For the 10/24/06 amount of $71,326.00 on Line 24 for Terris, 

Barnes, & Walters, full purpose of disbursement is: Transfer from Line 21b to Line 24 due to public dissemination of 

independent expenditure communication (Direct Mail costs) for Ben Nelson.  The $100,920.00 and $71,326.00 amounts were 

originally disclosed on Line 21b of the 12 Day 2006 Pre-election report as advances for TV production costs and mailing 

costs, respectively.  For Line 22 of this report, the following entries are refunds of contributions received by this 

committee that were unacceptable. Each entry referenced contains the payee, date and amount of disbursement, along with 

original receipt date. The following contributions represented by the refunds are reported as unitemized on the 30 Day 

Post-Election report: Political Survival Fund $37.50 on 11/6/06 orig recd 10/23/06; Georgia RPAC $70.00 on 11/6/06 orig 

recd 10/19/06 and $72.00 on 11/20/06 orig recd 11/7/06; Michigan RPAC $119.80 on 11/20/06 orig recd 11/1/06 and $25.20 

on 11/27/06 orig recd 11/13/06; Missouri RPAC $228.00 on 11/6/06 orig recd 10/19/06; Ohio RPAC $11.40 on 11/27/06 orig 

recd 11/20/06; Delaware RPAC $1.50 on 11/20/06 orig recd 11/14/06; Florida RPAC $22.50 on 11/06/06 orig recd 10/23/06 

and $105.00 on 11/27/06 orig recd 11/20/06; Idaho RPAC $13.65 on 11/6/06 orig recd 10/19/06; North Carolina RPAC $525.00 

on 11/20/06 orig recd 11/14/06; Nebraska RPAC $10.50 on 11/20/06 orig recd 11/14/06; New Hampshire RPAC $29.70 on 

11/6/06 orig recd 10/19/06; Tennessee RPAC $214.50 on 11/6/06 orig recd 10/19/06; Wisconsin RPAC $123.00 on 11/27/06 

orig recd 11/16/06. The following contributions represented by the refunds were reported as unitemized on the 12 Day 

Pre-Election report: Political Survival Fund $6.00 on 10/26/06 orig recd 10/3/06; Georgia RPAC $62.50 on 10/26/06 orig 

recd 10/10/06; Illinois RPAC $1.98 on 10/26/06 orig recd 10/13/06; Maryland RPAC $20.00 on 10/26/06 orig recd 10/13/06; 

Michigan RPAC $197.10 on 10/26/06 orig recd 10/12/06; Missouri RPAC $136.50 on 10/26/06 orig recd 10/13/06; New York 

RPAC $10.50 on 10/26/06 orig recd 10/16/06; Ohio RPAC $2.01 on 10/26/06 orig recd 10/3/06.  The following Line 22 

refunds are checks reissued for disbursements originally itemized on a previous report and voided in this reporting 

period because the 

 recipients lost the original checks: Georgia RPAC $5.00 on 10/30/06, originally issued 6/22/06 and reported on the 

7/20/06 report, and voided 10/27/06; Idaho RPAC $27.75 on 10/30/06, originally issued on 6/22/06 and reported on the 

7/20/06 report, and voided 10/27/06. The following Line 22 refunds were for funds transmitted in error by the state 

agents: Georgia RPAC $500.00 on 11/6/06; Indiana RPAC $150.00 on 11/20/06; and Michigan RPAC $1665.00 on 11/20/06 


